Short drying times for a subsequent processing

No intermediate storing required for parts hardening

Can be processed immediately

Ideal for application and installation into semi- and fully automations
Application:
For print images with dark colour on light components. Works in synchronization with the pad printing machines according to the printing cycles or is controlled by microswitches, activated by the component or the jig carrier.

Technical data:
Power: linear up to 3000 watt

Technical information:
Depending on size equipped with 1–4 twin tube infrared lamps, gold coated in V2A sheet metal housing with insulated outer shell and ventilation motor.

Infrared lamp operates with basic load (10–30% of the power) when off-line. This considerably increases the service life of the IR lamp and the full power (100%) is switched in within a very short period of time.

Delivery contents:
*Accessories for the installation into semi- and fully automatic systems